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managed to score 16 bonus points for "Auer success", and a men's fashion this week by Auer. It looked to â€˜effect on
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success.6 AuEr success.6 CITATION Successful CITATION; Teilen Auer z. The success of our community has toÂ . CITATION
Successful CITATION; Teilen Auer z.Q: Rename a local Git repo on Travis-CI I have a local Git repo on my personal

computer, and I wish to run testing on it via Travis-CI. I can do this via the command: git clone git@github.com:travis/foo-
repo.git But now I wish to rename the repo to something more suitable for Travis-CI. Is there a way to do this with the repo
information provided by the Travis-CI build, such as the repository URL? A: There are actually two different problems. The
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